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1 Introduction

In 2001 and following years Rantzer introduced a new sta-
bility characterization [1, 2, 3]. It is dual to Lyapunov sta-
bility. It is very elegant with many interesting particle-flow
interpretations and it has the striking feature that it can be
used for systems with multiple equilibrium points (or sets).

In this talk we will interpret Rantzer’s main theorem and
re-address the inverse problem (already solved [2, 3]). The
inverse problem — well studied for Lyapunov functions —
is about the fundamental property that a system is stable (in
some sense)only if a Lyapunov function exists, or in the
present context,only if a Rantzer density function exists.

2 The theorem

Consider a systemPx.t/ D f .x.t// with f W IRn ! IRn,
t 2 IR andf continuously differentiable withf .0/ D 0.
Suppose that there is a (density) function� W IRnnf0g ! IR

that is continuously differentiable and

1. �.x/ � 0 for everyx ¤ 0,

2. r � .f�/.x/ > 0 for almost everyx ¤ 0,

3. f .x/�.x/=jxj is absolutely integrable onjxj > R for
some large enoughR,

then the system isalmost globally stablemeaning that

lim
t!1

x.t/ D 0 for almost allx.0/:

A function�.x/ with the above properties will be referred to
as aRantzer density functionfor the systemPx.t/ D f .x.t//.
Such functions�.x/ are unbounded aroundx D 0.

t

x

O�.x; 0/
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3 An interpretation

A fluid interpretation of this result is as follows. Consider
a time-dependent densityO�.x; t/ of state “particles”x. Un-
der the system equationPx.t/ D f .x.t// the particles move
and as a result the density of particles changes (the figure
on the left explains the idea for a one-dimensionalx). The
well known continuity equation states that the change is gov-
erned by the equation@ O�=@t D �r � .f O�/. If particles are
also generated at some (time-independent) rateg.x/ then
the continuity equation becomes

@ O�

@t
D g � r � .f O�/:

In Rantzer’s theorem the density functionO� was assumed
stationary so thatg D r � .f O�/. An interpretation of the
theorem now is that if almost everywhere particles are gen-
erated.g WD r � .f�/ > 0/ while the density of particles
remains constant�.x/ � 0 then almost all particles leave
any set where� is defined. They must end up in the “sink”
x D 0. The third condition is a technical condition to pre-
clude finite escape time and to cope with non-compact state
sets.

How to find such�? Return to the case that no particles
are generated (g D 0). Under some conditions onO�.x; 0/

the O�.x; t/ converges — as the figure suggests — to a delta
function ast ! 1 if the system is almost globally stable.
Then� definedas

�.x/ D

Z
1

0

O�.x; t/ dt .x ¤ 0/

exists and satisfiesr � .f�/.x/ D O�.x; 0/. Hence any such
choice of initial O�.x; 0/ that further is> 0 almost every-
where results in a Rantzer density function�.x/. This is the
inverse theorem, be it that a proper proof seems to require
some nontrivial technicalities.
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